ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE
June 15, 2020

To all project bidders of record for the work titled:

Idaho Transportation Department
District #1

Clarkia Salt Shed (ReBID)
FM12015
Milepost 58.1
Highway 3
Clarkia, Idaho 83812
Shoshone County

MSA Project Number: 1954
ITD Project Number: FM12015
Part 1. General

SECTION 1.01 BASE BID – CLARIFICATION
(a) Due to the different sub preps required for concrete and asphalt it was asked what sub prep should be included in the base bid. The base bid should include sub grade prep for a concrete slab as shown in Detail 1 on sheet A5.1.

SECTION 1.02 ALTERNATE #3 (ELECTRICAL) – CLARIFICATION
(a) The expected finish for all exposed conduit, j-boxes, outlets, and other misc. metals to be galvanized metal or stainless steel (most economical finish based upon element)

SECTION 1.03 PROJECT SCOPE – CLARIFICATION
(a) Even though the civil sheets show more improvements and have reference left over from the previous bid, the site improvements should be limited to within the project scope boundary shown on sheet A1.1. All improvements shown outside that boundary are not included in this project scope and bid.

(b) All electrical conduits shown on sheet E2.0 (electrical site plan) connecting power for the access gates should be taken from the power distribution panels to 10’-0” past the edge of the concrete slab. Pull strings are to be installed in the empty conduit, then the conduit is to be capped. Once the conduit is capped the conduit is to be buried and marked with a 3/4” metal that is installed 1/2” below the finished gravel surface. These locations are to be marked on the as-built drawings. The idea is to provide a system where these conduits could be located in the future but won’t provide an obstruction for use of the built salt shed.

(c) The only asphalt for the project should be in Alternate #2 – This asphalt should replace all the concrete within the structure and around the structure as shown on sheet A1.1 – Keynote 7.


SECTION 2.01 “ALL RISK” BUILDERS INSURANCE – CLARIFICATION
(a) Per Section 00 21 13 Part 10.1 the contractor shall carry “All Risk” Property insurance

Part 3. Drawings

SECTION 3.01 SHEET A5.1 BUILDING DETAIL – REVISION:
(a) Detail 01 - Change keynote to read “6-inch concrete slab 4500psi concrete - cost to be included in Alternate #1”

(b) Detail 01 – change keynote to read “15 mil under slab vapor barrier – cost to be included in Alternate #1”

End of Addendum #1